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This is a proposal to encode Ottoman Siyaq Numbers in the Unicode standard. A description of the typology
of the numbers and the encoding model have been presented in the following documents:

• L2/07-414 “Proposal to Encode Siyaq Numerals”
• L2/09-166 “Ottoman Numerals: Towards a Model for Encoding Numerals of the Siyaq Systems”
• L2/11-271 “Preliminary Proposal to Encode Ottoman Siyaq Numbers in the UCS”
• L2/15-072R2 “Proposal to Encode Ottoman Siyaq Numbers in Unicode”

Major changes from previous versions are:

• Removal of the alternate form of twenty thousand
• Addition of two fractions and a description of their orthography

Proposals to encode characters of three other Siyaq systems have been previously submitted:

• L2/15-066R “Proposal to Encode Diwani Siyaq Numbers in Unicode”
• L2/15-121R2 “Proposal to Encode Indic Siyaq Numbers in Unicode”
• L2/15-122R “Proposal to Encode Persian Siyaq Numbers in Unicode”

1 Script Details

Block name The name ‘Ottoman Siyaq Numbers’ is assigned to the block. This name reflects the sources
in which these numbers are most commonly attested.

Character repertoire The proposed repertoire contains 61 characters. All distinctive characters are at-
tested in the available sources, excerpts of which are enclosed here.

Representative glyphs Representative glyphs are based upon numbers shown in the manuscript in figure
33. They reflect number forms found in the available sources. These glyphs resemble the metal type designs
shown in Exposé des signes de numération usités chez les peuples orientaux anciens et modernes by Antoine
Paulin Pihan (Paris: L’imprimerie impériale, 1860), see figures 29 and 30. Glyphs for characters not found
the above sources have been created by the proposal author.
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Structure The numbers represent units of a decimal positional system. The notation system is additive,
that is, the value of a number is the sum of the numerical signs that represent it. There is no character for
zero; it is inherent in the numbers for each decimal order. There are distinctive characters for the primary
units, tens, hundreds, thousands, and ten thousands. Numbers of higher orders are represented as sequences
of these characters.

Directionality The numbers are written right-to-left in the regular Arabic manner.

Ordering The ordering of Ottoman Siyaq Numbers in encoded text follows the rules of numerical expres-
sion in the Arabic language. The largest number occurs first and smaller units follow in sequential order.
Compound numbers involving the tens and primary units are written transposed with the latter placed before
the former.

2 Characters Proposed

2.1 Primary numbers

The following 9 characters are used for representing the primary numbers:

��
��
��
��
��
��
��
��
��

Variant forms of the primary numbers are attested in records from various historical periods, (see figures 7,
14. The most distinctive of the variants is��, which is commonly used in place of �� . The other bear
closer affinity to the representative forms. The variants for .. have an upward stroke for the left
terminal. The bodies of the forms are slightly modified so they rests at the baseline. Several of these are
included in the repertoire as alternate forms (see section 2.2).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Representative �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��

Variant  �� �� �� �� �� ,  �� �� ��
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• The  is a glyphic variant of �� (see figure 14). It differs from the representative shape in that the
terminal stroke curves to the left instead of stopping at the baseline.

• The �� is a variant of �� that occurs in a manuscript (see figure 33). It is a distinctive form.

• The  is shown as a variant for �� in figure 29. It is described there as being used in place of
�� in compound numbers, eg. 16 may be written as�� instead of�𞴊�. The source for this form
is unspecified. It does not occur in any of the handbooks on Ottoman Siyaq or the primary sources
consulted. This dot-like form may be a truncation of the stroke for �� . It is not attested in other
sources and should be treated as a glyphic variant.

• The  is a glyphic variant of�� . It is a more rounded style of the representative glyph.

2.2 Alternate forms of the primary numbers

The following alternate forms are included in the repertoire:

��
��
��
��
��
��
��
��

The uniform terminal in the variant forms suggests that there are two stylistic sets of primary numbers, the
other being the representative forms. The variant forms may be historical retentions. As the representative
and variant forms are both documented in handbooks on Ottoman Siyaq, and as they are graphically distinct,
the latter are proposed for encoding as alternate forms.

2.3 Tens

The following 9 characters are used for representing the tens:

��
��
��
��
��
��
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��
��
��

2.4 Alternate form of tens

The following alternate form is proposed:

��

The�� is a variant form of�� that is graphically related to the alternate forms of the primary numbers
.. , and it used when the number 10 is grouped with that alternate set.

2.5 Hundreds

The following 9 characters are used for representing the hundreds:

��
��
��
��
��
��
��
��
��

Variant forms of the following hundreds are shown in charts from handbooks:

400 600 700 900

Representative �� �� �� ��

Variant  ��, ��  

The distinctive variants are those for and , which are discussed in section 2.6
below. The other variants are more conservative shapes of the representative forms in which the downward
strokes from the body of the number stop at the baseline and fold into the terminal instead of looping below
the baseline. These are similar enough to the representive forms to be considered glyphic variants.
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2.6 Alternate forms of the hundreds

The following alternate forms are included in the repertoire:

��
��

• The form�� is shown as a variant of�� in figure 8.

• The form�� is shown as a variant of�� in figures 12, 19. The form follows the general
pattern of .. , but uses a simple horizontal stroke that connects to the
terminal for the hundreds unit. It is included as an alternate character based upon its distinctive shape.

2.7 Thousands

The following 9 characters are used for representing the thousands:

��
��
��
��
��
��
��
��
��

2.8 Alternate form for two thousand

The following alternate form is proposed:

��

The�� is shown as a variant of the representative�� in figures
8, 21. The form is produced by curving the terminal stroke upwards instead of writing it horizontally beneath
the body. This forms is included in the proposed repertoire because of its distinctive shape.

2.9 Ten thousands

The following 9 characters are used for representing the ten thousands:
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��
��
��
��
��
��
��
��
��

Variant forms of the ten thousands are attested (see figure 21). Some of these are shown below. The first
row contains representative glyphs for the proposed characters, the rest are variant forms:

10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 50,000 60,000 70,000 80,000 90,000

�� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��

        

        

        

The ten thousands are produced by adding the element  to a modified or extended form of the tens (Fekete
1955: 37). This element has different styles, as shown in the variant forms. These styles reveal the original
Arabic الف alf ‘one thousand’ source of the element. These stylistic representations of the ten thousands
are all to be handled as glyphic variants.

2.10 Alternate form of ten thousand

The following alternate form is proposed:

��

This form is used in sources in place of the representative character (see figure 22). The�� has a structure
similar to that of the numbers for three through nine thousands, eg. �� ��,

��, . On the other hand, the representative�� follows the
structure of other ten thousands. The structure of follows the principle of grouping
the number ten with the primary numbers. The alternate form is included as a separate character on account
of its distinctive shape.
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2.11 Multiplier

The following sign is proposed:

��

The sign is a multiplier used in combination with �� and�� for
expressing the millions and larger orders. Examples of the sign are shown in figures 13 and 22). Its shape is
based upon an abbreviation of the Arabic marratanَمرًتا / Turkishmerreten “times” (Fekete 1955: 38). When

is followed by �� the sequence may be ligated as← �� ,��+ as a result of cursive
writing (see the orthography for the millions in section 4). It may also ligate with both the following

and the preceding number, eg.← �� ��+ .��+ Such representations are calligraphic and are
to be controlled using fonts.

3 Characters not proposed

The following characters have been identified in the available sources, but are not yet proposed for encoding
because of insufficient information:

3.1 Fractions

There are several signs used for writing fractions, as shown in figures 26, 27, 28:

Fraction Value Name

�� 1⁄4 ربع rubʿ

�� 1⁄2 نصف niṣf

�� 1⁄2 نيم nīm

�� 1⁄3 ثلث ṯuluṯ

�� 2⁄3 ثلثان ṯuluṯān

�� 1⁄6 سدس sūds

�� 1⁄24 طّسوج ṭassūj

�� 1⁄96 صئير ṣaʾīr
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At this time, only the following are proposed for encoding at this time as their shapes are distinctive.

��
��

The other fractions, as shown, are written using Arabic words. Additional research is required for deter-
mining their representative shapes, identifying sources containing their usage, and understanding the full
repertoire of fraction signs.

3.2 Number mark

Figure 30 shows the signwritten above a set of numbers in order to indicate that they belong to a group.
The source of this mark is unknown. It is not used in the sources consulted for this proposal in the way that it
is described by Pihan (1860: 237). Certainly, various supertending marks are written above Siyaq numbers,
but these are abbreviations of specific quantities represented by the number (see figures 34–40). It is possible
that one such mark resembling was interpreted as being an abbreviation for the work سياق siyāq. This
sign was previously proposed for encoding in the Arabic block as * (see
L2/15-074). As the number mark is not attested in sources apart from Pihan, it is not proposed for encoding.

4 Orthography

Examples of Ottoman Siyaq Numbers and their encoded representations are shown below.

Value Siyaq Input sequence →

5 �� ��> >

5 �� ��> >

50 �� ��> >

55 �𞴎� ��> ��, >

55 �𞴎� ��> ��, >

500 �� ��> >

505 �𞴅� ��> ��, >

550 �𞴎� ��> ��, >

555 �𞴅𞴎� ��> ��, ��, >
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5,000 �� ��> >

5,005 �𞴅� ��> ��, >

5,500 �𞴗� ��> ��, >

50,000 �� ��> >

50,005 �𞴅� ��> ��, >

50,550 �𞴗𞴎� ��> ��, ��, >

55,000 �𞴩� ��> ��, >

55,005 �𞴩𞴅� ��> ��, ��, >

500,000 �𞴜� ��> ��, >

500,055 �𞴜𞴅𞴎� ��> ��, ��, ��, >

505,505 �𞴜𞴠𞴗𞴅� ��> ��, ��,
��, ��, >

555,555 �𞴅𞴩𞴗𞴅𞴎� ��> , �� ��, ��,
��, ��, >

5,000,000 �𞴜� ��> ��, >

5,000,000 �𞴮𞴜� ��> ��, ��, >

5,500,000 �𞴜𞴗𞴜� ��> ��, ��,
��, >

5,500,000 �𞴮𞴜𞴗𞴜� ��> ��, ��, ��,
��, >

50,000,000 �𞴜� ��> ��, >

Compounds involving the primary numbers Compounds of the primary numbers of ten, ten thousand,
ten million orders are written transposed with the primary number placed before the larger number. All other
multiples are written in the regular order. If applicable, the primary number may be written with an alternate
form. Below are representations of 11–19. The same pattern is used for expressing 21–99.
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Value Siyaq Input sequence →

10 �� ��> >

�� ��> >

11 �𞴊� ��> ��, >

12 �𞴊� ��> ��, >

13 �𞴊� ��> ��, >

�𞴊� ��> ��, >

14 �𞴊� ��> ��, >

�𞴊� ��> ��, >

15 �𞴊� ��> ��, >

�𞴊� ��> ��, >

16 �𞴊� ��> ��, >

�𞴊� ��> ��, >

17 �𞴊� ��> ��, >

�𞴊� ��> ��, >

18 �𞴊� ��> ��, >

�𞴊� ��> ��, >

19 �𞴊� ��> ��, >

�𞴊� ��> ��, >

20 �� ��> >

Hundred thousands The hundred thousands are written using the hundreds and�� :

Value Siyaq Input sequence →

100,000 �𞴜� ��> ��, >

200,000 �𞴜� ��> ��, >

300,000 �𞴜� ��> ��, >
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400,000 �𞴜� ��> ��, >

500,000 �𞴜� ��> ��, >

600,000 �𞴜� ��> ��, >

700,000 �𞴜� ��> ��, >

800,000 �𞴜� ��> ��, >

900,000 �𞴜� ��> ��, >

The hundred and ten thousands are represented using the same pattern as above:

110,000 �𞴥� ��> ��, >

120,000 �𞴦� ��> ��, >

130,000 �𞴧� ��> ��, >

190,000 �𞴭� ��> ��, >

Millions There are several ways of representing the millions. One method is to repeat the thousands, eg.
الف الف alf alf ‘thousand thousand’, using�� as a multiplier:

Value Siyaq Input sequence →

1,000,000 �𞴜� ��> ��, >

2,000,000 �𞴜� ��> ��, >

3,000,000 �𞴜� ��> ��, >

9,000,000 �𞴜� ��> ��, >

This repetition is also expressed asالف مرتّا الف alf marattan alf ‘thousand times a thousand’. In such cases,
the sign�� is used as an additional multiplier before�� (see figure 12).

1,000,000 �𞴮𞴜� ��> ��, ��, >

2,000,000 �𞴮𞴜� ��> ��, ��, >

3,000,000 �𞴮𞴜� ��> ��, ��, >
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9,000,000 �𞴮𞴜� ��> ��, ��, >

Another method reckons the millions as “ten times one hundred thousand” (see figure 22). The sequence
�𞴜� ��> ��, > is the multiplier. The�� is used here as well.

1,000,000 �𞴮𞴓𞴜� ��> ��, , �� ��, >

2,000,000 �𞴮𞴓𞴜� ��> ��, , �� ��, >

3,000,000 �𞴮𞴓𞴜� ��> ��, , �� ��, >

9,000,000 �𞴮𞴓𞴜� ��> ��, , �� ��, >

When is followed by the sequence may be ligated as← �� + ,�� as a result of
cursive writing (see figures 22 and 24). Ligation may also occur with the preceding number.

1,000,000 ���� ��> ��, , �� ��, >

1,000,000 �� ��> ��, , �� ��, >

Similar ligation occurs when writing higher orders, as described below.

Ten millions The ten millions are conceived of in two ways: The first is in terms of “hundred multiplied
by one hundred thousand” (see figure 22). The�� is used for producing these representations:

Value Siyaq Input sequence →

10,000,000 �𞴮𞴓𞴜� ��> ��, , �� ��, >

20,000,000 �𞴮𞴓𞴜� ��> ��, , �� ��, >

30,000,000 �𞴮𞴓𞴜� ��> ��, , �� ��, >

90,000,000 �𞴮𞴓𞴜� ��> ��, , �� ��, >

The second method is expressed as “ten thousand times one thousand”. It is written as:

10,000,000 �𞴜� ��> ��, >

20,000,000 �𞴜� ��> ��, >

30,000,000 �𞴜� ��> ��, >

90,000,000 �𞴜� ��> ��, >
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This method is also represented using the sign�� :

10,000,000 �𞴮𞴜� ��> ��, ��, >

20,000,000 �𞴮𞴜� ��> ��, ��, >

30,000,000 �𞴮𞴜� ��> ��, ��, >

90,000,000 �𞴮𞴜� ��> ��, ��, >

Hundred millions The hundred millions are expressed as “thousand times one hundred thousand”. This
order is represented as follows:

Value Siyaq Input sequence →

100,000,000 �𞴮𞴓𞴜� ��> , �� , �� ��,
>

200,000,000 �𞴮𞴓𞴜� ��> , �� , �� ��,
>

300,000,000 �𞴮𞴓𞴜� ��> ��, , �� ��,
>

900,000,000 �𞴮𞴓𞴜� ��> , �� , �� ��,
>

Billions The Billions are expressed as “ten thousand times one hundred thousand” (see figure 23). This
order is represented as follows:

Value Siyaq Input sequence →

1,000,000,000 �𞴮𞴓𞴜� ��> , �� , �� ��,
>

1,000,000,000 �𞴮𞴓𞴜� ��> ��, , �� ,
�� >

2,000,000,000 �𞴮𞴓𞴜� ��> , �� , �� ��,
>

3,000,000,000 �𞴮𞴓𞴜� ��> ��, , �� ��,
>

9,000,000,000 �𞴮𞴓𞴜� ��> ��, , �� ��,
>
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Ten billions The ten billions are expressed as “one hundred thousand times one hundred thousand” (see
figure 23). This order is represented as follows:

Value Siyaq Input sequence →

10,000,000,000 �𞴜𞴮𞴓𞴜� ��> ��, �� ,
�� ��, >

20,000,000,000 �𞴜𞴮𞴓𞴜� ��> ��, �� ,
�� ��, >

30,000,000,000 �𞴜𞴮𞴓𞴜� ��> ��, �� ,
�� ��, >

90,000,000,000 �𞴜𞴮𞴓𞴜� ��> ��, �� ,
�� ��, >

Hundred billions The hundred billions are expressed as “thousand times thousand times one hundred
thousand” (see figures 10, 23, 33). This order is represented as follows:

Value Siyaq Input sequence →

100,000,000,000 �𞴜𞴮𞴓𞴜� ��> ��, �� ,
�� ��, >

200,000,000,000 �𞴜𞴮𞴓𞴜� ��> ��, �� ,
�� ��, >

300,000,000,000 �𞴜𞴮𞴓𞴜� ��> ��, �� ,
�� ��, >

900,000,000,000 �𞴜𞴮𞴓𞴜� ��> ��, �� ,
�� ��, >

Fractions Fractions may be written in sequence after the number or beneath the number.

Value Siyaq Input sequence →

50 1⁄2 �𞴼� ��> , �� >

50 1⁄2 ��
��

��> , �� >

50 1⁄6 ��
��

��> , �� >
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Punctuation In some sources the sign  is used for indicating the end of a numerical sequence. It is placed
after the last number in a sequence. A separate character for  is not proposed for inclusion in the ‘Ottoman
Siyaq Numbers’ block, instead the generic punctuation mark +002E or the ۔ +06D4

should be used.

Value Siyaq Input sequence →

111. �𞴁𞴊� ��> , �� ��, ,  +002E >

5 Character Data

Character Properties In the format of UnicodeData.txt:

1ED01;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER ONE;No;0;AL;;;;1;N;;;;;
1ED02;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER TWO;No;0;AL;;;;2;N;;;;;
1ED03;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER THREE;No;0;AL;;;;3;N;;;;;
1ED04;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER FOUR;No;0;AL;;;;4;N;;;;;
1ED05;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER FIVE;No;0;AL;;;;5;N;;;;;
1ED06;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER SIX;No;0;AL;;;;6;N;;;;;
1ED07;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER SEVEN;No;0;AL;;;;7;N;;;;;
1ED08;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER EIGHT;No;0;AL;;;;8;N;;;;;
1ED09;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER NINE;No;0;AL;;;;9;N;;;;;
1ED0A;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER TEN;No;0;AL;;;;10;N;;;;;
1ED0B;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER TWENTY;No;0;AL;;;;20;N;;;;;
1ED0C;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER THIRTY;No;0;AL;;;;30;N;;;;;
1ED0D;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER FORTY;No;0;AL;;;;40;N;;;;;
1ED0E;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER FIFTY;No;0;AL;;;;50;N;;;;;
1ED0F;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER SIXTY;No;0;AL;;;;60;N;;;;;
1ED10;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER SEVENTY;No;0;AL;;;;70;N;;;;;
1ED11;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER EIGHTY;No;0;AL;;;;80;N;;;;;
1ED12;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER NINETY;No;0;AL;;;;90;N;;;;;
1ED13;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER ONE HUNDRED;No;0;AL;;;;100;N;;;;;
1ED14;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER TWO HUNDRED;No;0;AL;;;;200;N;;;;;
1ED15;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER THREE HUNDRED;No;0;AL;;;;300;N;;;;;
1ED16;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER FOUR HUNDRED;No;0;AL;;;;400;N;;;;;
1ED17;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER FIVE HUNDRED;No;0;AL;;;;500;N;;;;;
1ED18;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER SIX HUNDRED;No;0;AL;;;;600;N;;;;;
1ED19;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER SEVEN HUNDRED;No;0;AL;;;;700;N;;;;;
1ED1A;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER EIGHT HUNDRED;No;0;AL;;;;800;N;;;;;
1ED1B;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER NINE HUNDRED;No;0;AL;;;;900;N;;;;;
1ED1C;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER ONE THOUSAND;No;0;AL;;;;1000;N;;;;;
1ED1D;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER TWO THOUSAND;No;0;AL;;;;2000;N;;;;;
1ED1E;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER THREE THOUSAND;No;0;AL;;;;3000;N;;;;;
1ED1F;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER FOUR THOUSAND;No;0;AL;;;;4000;N;;;;;
1ED20;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER FIVE THOUSAND;No;0;AL;;;;5000;N;;;;;
1ED21;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER SIX THOUSAND;No;0;AL;;;;6000;N;;;;;
1ED22;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER SEVEN THOUSAND;No;0;AL;;;;7000;N;;;;;
1ED23;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER EIGHT THOUSAND;No;0;AL;;;;8000;N;;;;;
1ED24;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER NINE THOUSAND;No;0;AL;;;;9000;N;;;;;
1ED25;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER TEN THOUSAND;No;0;AL;;;;10000;N;;;;;
1ED26;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER TWENTY THOUSAND;No;0;AL;;;;20000;N;;;;;
1ED27;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER THIRTY THOUSAND;No;0;AL;;;;30000;N;;;;;
1ED28;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER FORTY THOUSAND;No;0;AL;;;;40000;N;;;;;
1ED29;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER FIFTY THOUSAND;No;0;AL;;;;50000;N;;;;;
1ED2A;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER SIXTY THOUSAND;No;0;AL;;;;60000;N;;;;;
1ED2B;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER SEVENTY THOUSAND;No;0;AL;;;;70000;N;;;;;
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1ED2C;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER EIGHTY THOUSAND;No;0;AL;;;;80000;N;;;;;
1ED2D;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER NINETY THOUSAND;No;0;AL;;;;90000;N;;;;;
1ED2E;OTTOMAN SIYAQ SIGN MARRATAN;So;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
1ED2F;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER ALTERNATE TWO;No;0;AL;;;;2;N;;;;;
1ED30;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER ALTERNATE THREE;No;0;AL;;;;3;N;;;;;
1ED31;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER ALTERNATE FOUR;No;0;AL;;;;4;N;;;;;
1ED32;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER ALTERNATE FIVE;No;0;AL;;;;5;N;;;;;
1ED33;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER ALTERNATE SIX;No;0;AL;;;;6;N;;;;;
1ED34;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER ALTERNATE SEVEN;No;0;AL;;;;7;N;;;;;
1ED35;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER ALTERNATE EIGHT;No;0;AL;;;;8;N;;;;;
1ED36;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER ALTERNATE NINE;No;0;AL;;;;9;N;;;;;
1ED37;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER ALTERNATE TEN;No;0;AL;;;;10;N;;;;;
1ED38;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER ALTERNATE FOUR HUNDRED;No;0;AL;;;;400;N;;;;;
1ED39;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER ALTERNATE SIX HUNDRED;No;0;AL;;;;600;N;;;;;
1ED3A;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER ALTERNATE TWO THOUSAND;No;0;AL;;;;2000;N;;;;;
1ED3B;OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER ALTERNATE TEN THOUSAND;No;0;AL;;;;10000;N;;;;;
1ED3C;OTTOMAN SIYAQ FRACTION ONE HALF;No;0;L;;;;1/2;N;;;;;
1ED3D;OTTOMAN SIYAQ FRACTION ONE SIXTH;No;0;L;;;;1/6;N;;;;;

Linebreaking In the format of LineBreak.txt:

1ED01..1ED3D;AL # No [61] OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER ONE..OTTOMAN SIYAQ FRACTION ONE SIXTH
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1ED3DOttoman Siyaq Numbers1ED01

Alternate forms
1ED2F �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ ALTERNATE NUMBER TWO
1ED30 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ ALTERNATE NUMBER

THREE
1ED31 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ ALTERNATE NUMBER FOUR
1ED32 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ ALTERNATE NUMBER FIVE
1ED33 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ ALTERNATE NUMBER SIX
1ED34 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ ALTERNATE NUMBER

SEVEN
1ED35 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ ALTERNATE NUMBER

EIGHT
1ED36 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ ALTERNATE NUMBER NINE
1ED37 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ ALTERNATE NUMBER TEN
1ED38 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ ALTERNATE NUMBER FOUR

HUNDRED
1ED39 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ ALTERNATE NUMBER SIX

HUNDRED
1ED3A �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ ALTERNATE NUMBER TWO

THOUSAND
1ED3B�� OTTOMAN SIYAQ ALTERNATE NUMBER TEN

THOUSAND

Fractions
1ED3C �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ FRACTION ONE HALF
1ED3D �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ FRACTION ONE SIXTH

Also known as 'Siyakat' numbers

Primary numbers
1ED01 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER ONE
1ED02 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER TWO
1ED03 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER THREE
1ED04 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER FOUR
1ED05 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER FIVE
1ED06 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER SIX
1ED07 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER SEVEN
1ED08 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER EIGHT
1ED09 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER NINE

Tens
1ED0A �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER TEN
1ED0B �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER TWENTY
1ED0C �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER THIRTY
1ED0D �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER FORTY
1ED0E �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER FIFTY
1ED0F �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER SIXTY
1ED10 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER SEVENTY
1ED11 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER EIGHTY
1ED12 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER NINETY

Hundreds
1ED13 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER ONE HUNDRED
1ED14 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER TWO HUNDRED
1ED15 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER THREE HUNDRED
1ED16 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER FOUR HUNDRED
1ED17 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER FIVE HUNDRED
1ED18 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER SIX HUNDRED
1ED19 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER SEVEN HUNDRED
1ED1A �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER EIGHT HUNDRED
1ED1B �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER NINE HUNDRED

Thousands
1ED1C �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER ONE THOUSAND

= thousands multiplier
1ED1D�� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER TWO THOUSAND
1ED1E�� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER THREE THOUSAND
1ED1F�� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER FOUR THOUSAND
1ED20�� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER FIVE THOUSAND
1ED21�� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER SIX THOUSAND
1ED22�� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER SEVEN THOUSAND
1ED23�� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER EIGHT THOUSAND
1ED24�� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER NINE THOUSAND

Ten thousands
1ED25 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER TEN THOUSAND
1ED26 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER TWENTY

THOUSAND
1ED27 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER THIRTY

THOUSAND
1ED28 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER FORTY THOUSAND
1ED29 �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER FIFTY THOUSAND
1ED2A �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER SIXTY THOUSAND
1ED2B �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER SEVENTY

THOUSAND
1ED2C �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER EIGHTY

THOUSAND
1ED2D�� OTTOMAN SIYAQ NUMBER NINETY

THOUSAND

Multiplier
1ED2E �� OTTOMAN SIYAQ MARRATAN

= meretten, merre
• used with one thousand for representing

millions
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x1 x10 x100 x1,000 x10,000 x100,000 x1,000,000

1 �� �� �� �� �� �𞴜� �𞴮𞴜�

2 �� �� �� �� �� �𞴜� �𞴮𞴜�

3 �� �� �� �� �� �𞴜� �𞴮𞴜�

4 �� �� �� �� �� �𞴜� �𞴮𞴜�

5 �� �� �� �� �� �𞴜� �𞴮𞴜�

6 �� �� �� �� �� �𞴜� �𞴮𞴜�

7 �� �� �� �� �� �𞴜� �𞴮𞴜�

8 �� �� �� �� �� �𞴜� �𞴮𞴜�

9 �� �� �� �� �� �𞴜� �𞴮𞴜�

Table 1: Ottoman forms of the Siyaq numbers for seven decimal orders.
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Figure 1: Description of Ottoman Siyaq numbers (from Fekete 1955: 34).
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Figure 2: Description of Ottoman Siyaq numbers (from Fekete 1955: 35).
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Figure 3: Description of Ottoman Siyaq numbers (from Fekete 1955: 36).
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Figure 4: Description of Ottoman Siyaq numbers (from Fekete 1955: 37).
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Figure 5: Description of Ottoman Siyaq numbers (from Fekete 1955: 38).
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Figure 6: Description of Ottoman Siyaq numbers (from Fekete 1955: 39).
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Figure 7: Ottoman Siyaq numbers for the primary units and tens (from Otar 1991: 18).
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Figure 8: Ottoman Siyaq numbers for the hundreds and thousands (from Otar 1991: 19).
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Figure 9: Representations of compounds of the primary units and tens, and examples of large num-
bers in Ottoman Siyaq (from Otar 1991: 20).
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Figure 10: Representations of Ottoman Siyaq numbers (from Otar 1991: 21).
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Figure 11: Table showing Ottoman Siyaq numbers (from Cevdet 1937: 17).
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Figure 12: Table showing Ottoman Siyaq numbers (from Cevdet 1937: 18).
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Figure 13: Table showing Ottoman Siyaq numbers (from Cevdet 1937: 19). Note the use of ��
.
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Figure 14: Representations of Ottoman Siyaq numbers for 1–19 (from Öztürk 1996: 66).
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Figure 15: Representations of Ottoman Siyaq numbers for 20–39 (from Öztürk 1996: 67).
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Figure 16: Representations of Ottoman Siyaq numbers for 40–69 (from Öztürk 1996: 68).
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Figure 17: Representations of Ottoman Siyaq numbers for 70–99 (from Öztürk 1996: 69).
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Figure 18: Representations of Ottoman Siyaq tens from 100–390 (from Öztürk 1996: 70).
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Figure 19: Representations of Ottoman Siyaq tens from 400–690 (from Öztürk 1996: 71).
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Figure 20: Representations of Ottoman Siyaq tens from 700–990 (from Öztürk 1996: 72).
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Figure 21: Representations of Ottoman Siyaq numbers for the thousands, ten thousands, and hun-
dred thousands (from Öztürk 1996: 73).
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Figure 22: Representations of Ottoman Siyaq numbers for the millions, ten millions, and hundred
millions (from Öztürk 1996: 74).
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Figure 23: Representations of Ottoman Siyaq numbers for the hundred millions, trillions, and ten
trillions (from Öztürk 1996: 75).
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Figure 24: Representations of Ottoman Siyaq numbers in the millions (from Öztürk 1996: 86).
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Figure 25: Representations of Ottoman Siyaq numbers in the millions (from Öztürk 1996: 87).
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Figure 26: Representations of the fraction ½ in Ottoman Siyaq (from Öztürk 1996: 88).
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Figure 27: Some fractions used in Ottoman Siyaq (from Otar 1991: 17).
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Figure 28: Examples of fractions in Ottoman Siyaq (from Otar 1991: 27).
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Figure 29: Table showing Siyaq numbers designated by Pihan as ‘Turkish’ (from Pihan 1860: 235).
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Figure 30: Table showing Siyaq numbers designated by Pihan as ‘Turkish’ (from Pihan 1860: 236).
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Figure 31: Example the Siyaq number mark in print (from Pihan 1860: 237).
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Figure 32: Examples of Ottoman Siyaq Numbers printed in metal types (from Pihan 1861: 44).
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Figure 33: Manuscript showing Siyaq forms (Süleymaniye Ktp., Şehid Ali Paşa, nu. 1987, vr. 5
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Figure 34: Ottoman financial document (BOA. Maliyeden Müddever nr. 5973/49; from Öztürk
1994: 26). Transliterations of Siyaq numbers have been added by the proposal author.
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Figure 35: Ottoman financial document (BOA. Tapu Tehrir Daftari nr. 251 s. 159; from Öztürk
1994: 56). Transliterations of Siyaq numbers have been added by the proposal author.
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Figure 36: Ottoman financial document (BOA. Maliyeden Müddever nr. 5247 s. 2; from Öztürk
1994: 134). Transliterations of Siyaq numbers have been added by the proposal author.

Figure 37: Ottoman financial document (BOA. Kepeci nr. 5169 s. 68; from Öztürk 1994: 136).
Transliterations of Siyaq numbers have been added by the proposal author.
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Figure 38: Ottoman financial document (BOA. Maliyeden Müddever nr. 18092 s. 27; from Öztürk
1994: 146). Transliterations of Siyaq numbers have been added by the proposal author.
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Figure 39: Ottoman financial document (BOA. Maliyeden Müddever nr. 15747 s. 1; from Öztürk
1994: 148). Transliterations of Siyaq numbers have been added by the proposal author.
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Figure 40: Ottoman financial document (BOA. Maliyeden Müddever nr. 7594 s. 96; from Öztürk
1994: 214). Transliterations of Siyaq numbers have been added by the proposal author.
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